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MODAS
Incident Command 
Smarter Planning, Enhanced Incident 
Management, Safer Incident Ground

Benefits 

   Shared Common Operating Picture 
available in real time on multiple devices

   Enhanced incident ground management

   Improved decision making

   Decision logs

   Dynamic and analytical risk assessments

   Comprehensive audit trail

   Easy to uses and train 

   Scalable solution – small to large incidents

   Integrated with FRS CAD and back  
office data

Using MODAS Incident Command means dynamic operational and risk critical 
information is available where it is needed, when it is needed, for everyone  
who needs it. 

MODAS Incident Command ensures that 
dynamic operational and risk critical 
information is available where it is needed, 
when it is needed, for everyone who needs  
it. MODAS Incident Command provides  
a simple, intuitive tool for Incident Commanders 
and Operational Officers to view and manage  
a range of information streams through  
a straightforward map based interface.  
Our Common Operating Picture ensures  

that a clear Risk picture is quickly visualised  
and seamlessly communicated to all stake 
holders. Complex incidents require the 
establishment of order to facilitate effective 
Incident Ground management, so that Incident 
Commanders can make informed decisions to 
more effectively manage the Incident Ground 
and improve Incident Ground safety. 



Increase efficiency  
and excellence:

   Facilitates accurate decision making 
keeping your crews safer

   Live Common Operating Picture

   Track multiple incidents simultaneously

   View the actual situation live with drone 
and body worn camera integration

   Control lies with the Incident Commander 
who can transfer it when necessary

   Integrated mapping with a range of 
mapping tools

   Cordon and sector management

   Tactical mode - Communicate 
firefighting tactical mode to  
define the risk exposure

  Decision log

  Dynamic Risk Assessment -  
Quickly log and broadcast Dynamic  
Risk Assessments carried out in 
 a rapidly changing incident ground

  Analytical Assessment - Create, 
record and broadcast Analytical Risk 
Assessments for complex incidents

   Simply define and manage your 
resources with the organisation chart 

   Integrated crewing to have accurate 
staffing and competency skills at  
your fingertips

   Easily debrief with the audit log and 
playback mode

   Integrates with 7 CAD systems

   Secure operation over Airwave, 4G, ESN, 
satellite communications, MESH and  
WiFi networks
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The Incident Commander has the ability 
to create, update and share the details  
of the Incident Ground in real-time.  
A Common Operating Picture is shared 
between operational crews, control 
centers and senior management in  
Operational / Strategic / Regional Command 
Rooms and with other agencies.


